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Abstract

Morphological transformation of surface structures is widely manifested in nature

and highly preferred for many applications such as wetting interaction; however,

in situ tuning of artificial morphologies independent of smart responsive materials

remains elusive. Here, with the aid of microfluidics, we develop a pneumatic

programmable superrepellent surface by tailoring conventional wetting materials

(e.g., polydimethylsiloxane) with embedded flexible chambers connecting a micro-

fluidic system, thus realizing a morphological transformation for enhanced liquid

repellency based on a nature‐inspired rigid‐flexible hybrid principle (i.e., triggering

symmetry breaking and oscillator coupling mechanisms). The enhancement degree

can be in situ tuned within around 300ms owing to pneumatically controllable

chamber morphologies. We also demonstrate that the surface can be freely

programmed to achieve elaborated morphological pathways and gradients for

preferred droplet manipulation such as directional rolling and bouncing. Our study

highlights the potential of an in situ morphological transformation to realize tunable

wettability and provides a programmable level of droplet control by intellectualizing

conventional wetting materials.

INTRODUCTION

Artificially tailoring the wettability of surfaces, involving static and

kinetic repellency, is an important goal in a wide range of scientific

and technological fields including liquid‐repelling,1 anti‐icing,2 water

collection,3 energy harvesting,4 and droplet manipulation.5 Strong

static repellency requires a successful suspension to bead up resting

liquid droplets (contact angle > 150°) and tiny adhesion to enable

droplet rolling (roll‐off angle < 10°), which can be achieved by nature‐

inspired structural morphologies, for example, lotuses, roses, and

springtails,6,7 in marriage with low‐surface‐energy chemistry.

Another two conditions should further apply for strong kinetic

repellency against impacting droplets: Robust impalement resistance

against droplet intrusion,8 manifesting as droplet spreading,
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retracting, and eventual bouncing; and short droplet‐surface contact

time,9 which usually includes spreading and retracting phases and is

limited by the inertia‐capillarity relationship.10 Following the bio-

mimetic pathway, plant leaves (e.g., Nasturtium and Echeveria)

recommend convex morphologies on rigid microstructures

(Supporting Information: Figure S1a) to redistribute the momentum

and mass of impinging droplets and hence improve kinetic

repellency.11–15 Flexible butterfly wings further pave the way to

elevating kinetic repellency by constructing surface‐droplet oscilla-

tors in series (Supporting Information: Figure S1b), thereby shifting

the research from statics to dynamics.16–19

Despite extensive progress in tailoring surface morphologies,

nature also provides a higher level of biomimetic opportunities,

with the intent to in situ tune wettability in response to external

environments through a morphological transformation of surface

structures, for example, the dry‐wet reversible transformation of

geckos,20 tree frogs,21 octopuses,22 and springtails.23 Although smart

responsive materials with tunable physical properties in response to

external stimuli, for example, chemical,24 thermal,25 magnetic,26 and

electric,27 have emerged and come into use, they are mainly

catalyzed (also limited) by progress in material science. In situ

tailoring structural morphologies for wettability tuning independent

of smart responsive materials remains elusive.

Here, we develop a pneumatic programmable superrepellent

surface with the aid of a microfluidic technique.28 Leveraging

conventional wetting materials such as polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS),

the microfluidics‐endowed surface exhibits prescribed structural

morphologies and controlled liquid repellency based on a nature‐

inspired rigid‐flexible hybrid principle (i.e., symmetry breaking and

oscillator coupling mechanisms) within around 300ms. Also, the

surface can be freely programmed to create elaborated morphologi-

cal pathways and gradients so as to achieve preferred droplet

manipulation such as directional rolling and bouncing. Our study

highlights the potential of an in situ morphological transformation to

realize tunable wettability and provides a programmable level of

droplet control by intellectualizing conventional wetting materials.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We developed a programmable superrepellent surface (Figure 1a)

with each chamber enclosed by a flexible head, rigid sidewalls, and

rigid substrate and connected to a microfluidic system. Theoretically,

such chambers can provide reversible morphologies owing to a

hydraulic or pneumatic control from the microfluidic system. These

chambers can morph a prescribed convex curvature to trigger rigid‐

based enhancement on liquid repellency against droplet impact

(Figure 1b).11–15 Of note, a flexible principle can be also envisioned if

the impacting pressure is higher than the pressure of the trapped

medium inside the chambers so as to compress the convex

chambers.16–19 As the convex curvature can be adjusted by changing

the input medium pressure, the above enhancement is expected to

be in situ tuned. Besides the wettability tuning, with free chamber

combination, it is possible to tailor a morphological pathway to drive

resting droplets for directional rolling (Figure 1c),29 or to create a

morphological gradient to directionally rebound impacting droplets

(Figure 1d).30

To realize our design, we used a standard soft lithography

process (Supporting Information: Figure S2) to fabricate programma-

ble superrepellent surfaces based on PDMS that consists of 4 × 5

square chambers (pitch P = 5000 μm and length L = 4500 μm) as a

prototype (Figure 2a). Each chamber was connected to an air‐medium

microfluidic system (Supporting Information: Figure S3) through

microchannels, forming pneumatic control. These chambers were

F IGURE 1 Pneumatic programmable superrepellent surfaces. (a) In marriage with microfluidics, morphologies of surface chambers are
programmable for wettability tuning, directional rolling, and directional bouncing. (b) Schematics of programmable chambers to tune repellency
against droplet impact. (c, d) Schematics of programmable chambers to achieve directional rolling of resting droplets and directional bouncing of
impacting droplets.
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tested in succession (Supporting Information: Movie S1), finding that

the chambers arched to yield convex morphologies after air pumping.

After turning off the pumps, the compressed air inside the chambers

was released to balance with ambient pressure, resulting in

morphological recovery. As the arching movements strongly relied

on pumping pressure, we quantified the chamber morphing height as

a function of pumping pressure (Supporting Information: Figure S4),

confirming controllable morphologies endowed by the microfluidics.

Also noteworthy was the occurrence of structural breakages on

chamber heads when the pressure reached at 15 kPa (2000 and

3000 rpm) and 20 kPa (1000 rpm), which can be attributed to thin

layer thickness (Supporting Information: Figure S5). Accordingly, we

selected the value of 700 rpm as the spinning speed for fabricating

chamber heads, as a trade‐off between maximum morphing height (to

maximize controlling range) and good durability. We also declined a

spherical indenter to touch and compress the convex chambers under

10 and 20 kPa at the center, establishing the load‐displacement

relationship to quantify mechanics properties (Figure 2b). A knee

point occurred at ~1200 μm under 10 kPa and ~1800 μm under

20 kPa in consistence with the chamber morphing heights

(Supporting Information: Figure S4), thus grouping the load‐

displacement curve into two parts with the former for compressing

chamber heads and the latter for compressing chamber heads and

substrates.

We created different morphologies from a single air source

(20 kPa) based on pulse‐width modulation by changing the duty ratio,

that is, the fraction of one period (50ms) when a solenoid valve is

open (Figure 2c; Supporting Information: Movie S2). As the duty

ratio increased, the morphing height increased (Figure 2d). Of note,

owing to the duty ratio, the chamber head periodically oscillated

(Supporting Information: Figure S6), yielding maximum and minimum

height values. Based on a polynomial fitting of the height‐pressure

function (Supporting Information: Figure S7), the 20‐kPa pressure

with a duty ratio of 80%, 60%, 40%, and 20% can be used to simulate

~19.2, ~16.4, ~13.6, and ~12.2 kPa, respectively.

For static repellency, the surfaces were moved upwards to touch

hanging water droplets (Supporting Information: Figure S8 and

Movie S3). When a nonchambered PDMS surface touched a droplet,

the droplet was trapped by the surface of the microsyringe needle,

exhibiting a contact angle of 113°. With low‐surface‐energy coatings,

the nonchambered surface transferred into superhydrophobicity with

a contact angle of 163° and a roll‐off angle of 2°, beading up the

droplet at the touching moment and preventing eventual droplet

capture. Similarly, the droplet touched, beaded up, and left a

pneumatic programmable surface under 0, 10, and 20 kPa. When

the pneumatic programmable surface was lifted to compress the

droplet, the droplet preferred to climb up along the needle rather

than spreading over the surface, let alone compress the convex

chamber, suggesting great static repellency in terms of high

suspension and low adhesion. Such super repellency can be also

evidenced by sliding the surfaces over hanging droplets (Supporting

Information: Figure S9 and Movie S3).

We investigated kinetic repellency by impacting water droplets

on the surfaces. For a pneumatic programmable surface, two

extremely impacting positions were tested, i.e., the chamber center

and the gap center within 2 × 2 chambers. Figure 3a shows the

outcomes of impacting events along with an increased Weber

number (We), which is nondimensionalized by ρD0V0
2/σ to evaluate

F IGURE 2 Mechanics of pneumatic programmable surfaces. (a) Enabling chambers from 0 to 20 kPa anticlockwise. (b) Load‐displacement
relationship of convex chambers under 10 and 20 kPa. (c) Different morphologies created on chambers from a single air source under 20 kPa
through pulse‐width modulation by changing the duty ratio from 100% to 40% clockwise. (d) Chamber morphing height as a function of duty
ratio, as the rule to estimate pumping pressure for the pulse‐width modulation under 20 kPa. Scale bars denote 2mm.
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the ratio of inertial to capillary loads. D0 and V0 are the droplet

diameter and velocity before impact; and ρ and σ are the droplet

density and tension. Thanks to the low‐surface‐energy coating, only

bouncing was observed with the absence of pinning, confirming

robust impalement resistance against impacting pressure. We

categorized the bouncing into four configurations as follows. For a

nonchambered surface or a pneumatic programmable surface under

0 kPa, the droplet bounced off in a bulb‐like shape. The pneumatic

programmable surface with pumped air exhibited the same bulb‐like

bounce at We ~8.6 (Figure 3a, i) but started to transfer into an

octopus‐like bounce when We reached ~28.8 (Figure 3a, ii;

Supporting Information: Movie S4), relating to the impact on chamber

centers. In previous rigid liquid‐repelling studies,11–15 since the

convex curvature only existed in a single direction, the bounced

droplet presented an axisymmetric topology. Herein, as the convex

curvature met a circular symmetry, four “tentacles” were generated in

the directions with the maximum curvature (Figure 3b; Supporting

Information: Note S1), yielding an octopus‐like shape. Differently,

F IGURE 3 Repellency of pneumatic programmable surfaces against droplet impact. (a) Dimensionless contact time Tc/τ between a
programmable surface (under 20, 10, and 0 kPa) and water droplets (with four impacting velocities denoted by Weber number [We] at 8.6, 28.8,
48.9, and 69.1), in comparison to a nonchambered surface as reference. Shadow denotes a theoretical limit of 2.2. Exemplary snapshots over
time to visualize different bouncing postures in side and top views, including bulb (i), octopus (ii), flower (iii), and flower‐splash (iv) configurations.
(b) Theoretical analysis on calculating the curvature radius R of a convex chamber as a function of morphing height Δ, length L, and angle θ,
positioning octopus tentacles. (c) Impacting deformation of convex chamber heads under 10 and 20 kPa as a function of We, suggesting a
chamber‐droplet oscillator coupling system. Scale bars denote 2mm.
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when the impact occurred on the gap centers at We ~8.6, the droplet

spread along the four pathways between neighboring convex

chambers and formed a flower‐like bounce with four “petals”

(Figure 3a, iii; Supporting Information: Movie S4). When We

continued to rise up, the flower‐like droplet started to eject satellites

(Figure 3a, iv), resulting in splashing.31

As depicted in Figure 3a, We further explored how the contact

time Tc was affected by the bouncing configurations, where τ is a

timescale as (0.125 ρD0
3/σ)0.5.10 The shadow denotes the theoretical

limit value of 2.2 by balancing inertial and capillary loads. The

nonchambered surface and the pneumatic programmable surface

under 0 kPa exhibited contact time longer than the theoretical limit.

At We ~8.6, owing to the bulb‐like bounce, the droplets presented a

similar contact time when they impacted the chamber centers under

pressure. AsWe increased, the droplet impacted the chamber centers

under 10 kPa and presented a reduced contact time in an octopus‐

like shape, even breaking through the theoretical limit, thus realizing

our initial intention (Figure 1b). When the pumping pressure

increased to 20 kPa, the contact time further reduced owing to a

larger convex curvature, and even reached ~1.50 at We ~48.9,

implying that the contact time reduction can be tuned by controlling

pumping pressure. For the gap centers of the chambers under

pressure, the contact time was also reduced (even reached ~1.17 at

We ~48.9 under 20 kPa) due to flower‐like bounce and can be

controlled by changing pumping pressure. It can be concluded that

the chambers of a pneumatic programmable surface can morph

convex curvatures to trigger rigid‐based (i.e., symmetry breaking)

enhancement on liquid repellency against impacting droplets,11–15

where the enhancement degree can be tuned based on the

relationship between pumping pressure and morphing height.

As mentioned above (Figure 1b), a flexible liquid‐repelling

principle can be also envisioned if the impacting pressure is higher

than the pressure of the air inside the chambers.16–19 With a view to

distinguishing the mechanism of contact time reduction, relying on

the conservation of momentum and energy,32 we established a

theoretical model (Supporting Information: Figure S10 and Note S2)

to estimate the maximum impacting load. When We increased from

8.6 to 69.1, the maximum impacting load without any eccentricity

increased from 1.2 to 9.7 mN (Supporting Information: Figure S11).

Accordingly, we extracted the load‐displacement curves (Figure 2b)

in the range of 0 to 10mN (Supporting Information: Figure S12),

implying that the convex chamber under 10 and 20 kPa had

a downward deformation of ~160 and ~105 μm at We ~69.1

(Figure 3c) which has suggested the existence of the flexible

principle. Accordingly, we established a chamber‐droplet oscillator

coupling model (Figure 3c; Supporting Information: Note S3).17 Given

the natural frequency of the system, the contact time and impacting

deformation showed a clear relationship to impacting velocity

(Supporting Information: Figure S13), implying the secondary role

played by the flexible principle in comparison to the rigid one. Also,

the octopus‐like bounce, rather than pancake‐like bounce,33 has

again highlighted the dominant role played by the rigid principle. Of

course, it is possible to increase the proportion of the flexible

principle by selecting soft materials with more stretchable propert-

ies.34 Yet, extreme compliance is easy to thoroughly change the

convex morphologies of the chambers, making the liquid‐repelling

mechanism more complex.

Besides the wettability tuning above, we gauged the droplet

manipulating capacity of our pneumatic programmable surfaces

(Figure 1c, d). By enabling the underlying chamber from 0 to

20 kPa, a resting droplet was driven by the morphing chamber head

and entered into a directional rolling (Figure 4a; Supporting

Information: Movie S5). As the morphing period was around

300ms, the droplet was lifted slowly, avoiding a selfpropelling

bounce that can be induced by environmental changes2 and droplet

coalescence.35 Such a directional rolling can steer the original

direction by another morphing chamber. With regard to impacting

droplets, the convex chamber under 20 kPa exhibited a directional

F IGURE 4 Droplet manipulating capacity of pneumatic programmable surfaces. (a) Directional rolling of resting droplets and direction
steering. (b) Directional bouncing of impacting droplets at Weber number (We) ~8.6 and direction steering. Scale bars denote 2mm.
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bouncing response (Figure 4b; Supporting Information: Movie S6),

whose direction can be steered by enabling another chamber.

However, the morphing period (~300ms) is longer than the time

interval between two successive bounces, thus requiring a pre‐

enabling chamber operation for direction steering that restricts the

programmable level. A thorough study on structure optimization and

material selection may further reduce the morphing period,34 but

may lead to another challenge in the directional rolling (i.e., triggering

a selfpropelling bounce to generate instability).

Based on the droplet manipulating capacity above, our surface

was pneumatically programmed to generate a morphological pathway

(route chambers under 0 kPa and surrounding chambers under 20 kPa)

to prescribe a certain rolling route (e.g., along X direction), along which

a resting droplet directionally rolled and eventually mixed with another

resting droplet (Figure 5a; Supporting Information: Movie S7), implying

the potential of droplet mixture in bioreaction. Also, we pumped the

chambers under 20, 15, 10, 5, and 0 kPa to create a morphological

gradient on the surface to prescribe the bouncing direction (e.g., along

X direction). Whether the impact occurred on the left or the right side

of a chamber, the droplet exhibited a rightward bounce eventually

(Figure 5b; Supporting Information: Movie S8). Besides the one‐

dimensional droplet control above, in marriage between morphological

pathways and gradients, we pumped the chambers under 20, 15, 10, 5,

and 0 kPa to create a river‐valley‐like morphology for two‐dimensional

directional (i.e., X and Y directions) rolling and bouncing. A resting

droplet was driven by a morphing chamber from 0 to 20 kPa, rolled

along the river valley but eventually stopped at the corner due to

energy dissipation (Figure 5c; Supporting Information: Movie S9).

Differently, a droplet impacted a morphing chamber under 20 kPa and

had higher kinetic energy, resulting in a successful trampolining

throughout the river valley.

CONCLUSION

In summary, nature has inspired various structural morphologies

for artificial surfaces, leading to extensive progress in tailoring

wettability. However, nature also provides another level of

biomimetic intents to in situ tune wettability through a morpholog-

ical transformation. In contrast to smart responsive materials

that are catalyzed (also limited) by progress in material science,

we bridged the gap between two research realms of functional

surfaces and microfluidics to tailor conventional wetting materials

(e.g., PDMS), yielding a pneumatic programmable surface with

300‐ms response time. The surface was shown to improve liquid

repellency by reducing liquid‐surface contact time based on a

nature‐inspired rigid‐flexible hybrid principle (i.e., symmetry

breaking and oscillator coupling mechanisms), where the enhance-

ment degree can be in situ tuned owing to pneumatically

controllable chamber morphologies. Moreover, the surface was

shown to be freely programmed to create elaborated morphologies

for preferred droplet manipulation such as directional rolling and

bouncing. From a biological perspective, our study highlights the

potential of an in situ morphological transformation for wettability

tuning and provides a programmable level of droplet control by

intellectualizing conventional wetting materials.

F IGURE 5 Droplet manipulating applications of pneumatic programmable surfaces. (a) One‐dimensional directional rolling of resting droplets
programmed by a morphological pathway to trigger droplet mixture. (b) One‐dimensional directional bouncing of impacting droplets at Weber
number (We) ~8.6 programmed by a morphological gradient. (c) Two‐dimensional directional rolling and bouncing (at We ~8.6) programmed by a
river‐valley‐like morphology. Yellow arrows denote morphing behaviors of chambers from 0 to 20 kPa. White arrows denote motion track of
droplets. Scale bars denote 2mm.
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METHODS

A silicon wafer was heated on a 200°C hotplate for 10min. A 2‐mL

SU‐8 photoresist (MicroChem, Germany) was poured on the wafer

and spun at 3000 rpm for 30 s. The wafer was heated at 65°C for

5min and at 95°C for 10min. The wafer after cooling was exposed to

a strength of 5.6 mW cm−2 for 43 s. The exposed wafer was heated at

95°C for 10min and developed by a SU‐8 developer (MicroChem).

The wafer was dried at 200°C for 10min to heal the SU8 structures

and enhance the stickiness between the SU8 and the wafer.

Sylgard‐184 PDMS was mixed in a 10:1 weight ratio and placed in

a vacuum desiccator for a 20‐min degassing. The degassed PDMS was

poured on the microfluidic mold and heated at 80°C for 2h. The

degassed PDMS was also poured on a silanized silicon wafer, spun at a

certain speed (300–3000 rpm) for 2min, and then heated at 80°C for

2 h. The thick PDMS layer on the mold was peeled off and punched

holes at the inlets of microchannels. The thick PDMS layer was plasma

treated for 16 s and balanced for 90 s in a vacuum environment

together with the thin PDMS layer on the silanized silicon wafer. The

thick PDMS layer was bonded to the thin layer and peeled off after 2‐h

heating at 80°C. Commercial low‐surface‐energy particles Ultra‐Ever

Dry (Ultra Tech International Inc) were coated.13,30

Morphological images of pneumatic programmable surfaces were

taken with an optical microscope LW300LMDT (Cewei Guangdian)

and a scanning electron microscope Sirion 200 (Philips).

The chambers were pumped under 20 kPa in succession to confirm

the morphological transformation of pneumatic programmable sur-

faces. To quantify the relationship between morphing height and

pumping pressure, the chambers were enabled under 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 15,

and 20 kPa, respectively. The morphing behaviors of chambers were

captured by a camera 5KF10 (FuHuang AgileDevice) at a rate of 64 fps.

Pulse‐width modulation method was conducted to generate different

chamber morphologies from a single air source under 20 kPa. For a

certain chamber, the duty ratio was changed from 100%, 80%, 60%,

40% to 20%. Then, for a pneumatic programmable surface, seven

chambers were set to different duty ratio values of 100%, 90%, 80%,

70%, 60%, 50%, and 40%, respectively. The morphing behaviors of

chambers were recorded by the camera at a rate of 5000 fps.

The surfaces were lifted up to touch hanging deionized water

droplets in a volume of 2‐μL on a contact angle goniometer

SDC‐100 (SINDIN) in sessile drop mode under controlled tempera-

ture (25°C) and relative humidity (45%). Also, the surfaces

were horizontally moved to slide over hanging water droplets. To

quantify, the contact angle was measured 30 s after the droplets

contacted the surfaces to ensure equilibrium. The roll‐off angle was

captured by tilting the surface platform to record the tilting angle

when resting droplets started to roll. The measurement was

repeated three times.

An electrically controlled microsyringe pump was used to

generate and release 8‐μL deionized water droplets at a specified

height (We ~8.6, ~28.8, ~48.9, and ~69.1). The impacting position

was adjusted by horizontally moving the surface platform in

relation to the microsyringe. Impacting behaviors were recorded

by the camera at a rate of 5000 fps. The measurement was

repeated three times.

A spherical indenter was declined to touch and compress the

convex chambers under 10 and 20 kPa at the center on a tensile‐

pressure tester ZQ990A (ZHIQU Precision Instruments) in pressure

mode. For a certain displacement, the corresponding load between

the indenter and the chamber was recorded, establishing the

load‐displacement relationship. The measurement was repeated

three times.

To drive resting water droplets and steer rolling direction, the

target chambers were enabled from 0 to 20 kPa. To directionally

rebound and steer bouncing direction of impacting water droplets at

We ~8.6, the target chambers were pumped under 20 kPa. For one‐

dimensional directional rolling, a morphological pathway was created

by supplying air pressure under 20 and 0 kPa. For one‐dimensional

directional bouncing, a morphological gradient was created by

supplying air pressure under 20, 15, 10, 5, and 0 kPa. A pneumatic

programmable surface with 10 × 10 chambers was pumped under 20,

15, 10, 5, and 0 Pa to yield a river‐valley‐like morphology. Two‐

dimensional directional rolling (enabled from 0 to 20 kPa) and

bouncing (pumped under 20 kPa and released at We ~8.6) tests

were conducted. The behaviors were recorded by the camera at a

rate of 5000 fps.
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